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Single Top Production	
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processes	 σ (13 TeV) pb	

t-channel	 217.0	

tW-channel	 71.2	

s-channel	 11.4	

tγj	 2.95	

tZj	 0.8	

First observation	



SM tq+γ Production	
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✺  The goal of the analysis is to measure the cross section of the SM t+γ process in the 
t-channel Mode. 	

✺  Distinctive signatures in addition to the single top quark are:	

✺  σ(pp ! tγj) [NLO] = 2.95 pb	

✺  This analysis is restricted to the muonic decay of W from top quark.	

✺  t+γ process is sensitive to probe new physics.	

✺  This is a background for several SM (Mγ,tH..) and new physics 
processes(FCNC,Susy)	



 tq+γ Motivations	
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"  The cross section is sensitive to the top quark electric,  magnetic dipole moments and top 
quark electric charge.	

"  The SM radiatively generates these couplings through electroweak loop corrections, which turn 
out to be too small to be observed at the LHC. This opens up the possibility to search for new 
physics in the top quark sector.	

Predicted SM values:	
at=0.02 ! k = 0.013        dt<10-30  ! k < 5.7 x 10-14	

" Direct probe is also possible via fγ production (Tevatron and LHC).	

"  There are indirect constraints from b!sγ decay as well as neutron EDM on top 
quark electric and magnetic dipole moments(dt < 3 × 10−15 e.cm). 	

J. Phys. G 35, 025004 (2008)	

Phys. Rev. D 87, 074015 (2013)	



 tq+γ Motivations	
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The cross section is also sensitive to the WWγ coupling. 	
	

In the SM at tree level kγ=1 and λ=0	

# Directly probed via Wγ production at LHC at 7 TeV	
 CMS:          - 0.38 < Δkγ < 0.29 ,     -0.050 <λ< 0.037	
 ATLAS:      - 0.46 < Δkγ < 0.41 ,     -0.065 <λ< 0.061	
	
They are also constrained in 
	
#  Indirectly by  b!sγ decay	

PRL. 111, 011801 (2013)	

EW theory is non-Abelian ⟹ gauge bosons possess weak charge ⟹ they interact with each other"
The following triple and quartic self-interactions between EW Bosons appear:"



Cross Section Ratio	
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The normalized cross section σ(tγj)/σ(tj) as a function of anomalous couplings is 
investigated.	
The advantage is many experimental and theoretical uncertainties are canceled out.	

	

Eur.Phys.J. C 76 (2016) , 533	
S.M.E, S.Khatibi, M.Mohammadi	

The sensitivity of SM top+photon to the MDM , EDM and WWγ couplings is 
investigated.	



Angular Asymmetry 	
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Defining an Asymmetry:	
-  To distinguish the contributions from the different Lorenr structures in the 

vertices of fγ and WWγ.	
-  Momentum dependence is also investigated.	

Eur.Phys.J. C 76 (2016) , 533	
S.M.E, S.Khatibi, M.Mohammadi	



Object Selections	
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Photon Selection:	
-  Only one isolated tight photon with ET > 25 GeV and |η| < 1.4442  is 

required.	

Muon Selection:	
-  Require exactly one tight ID muon	
-  pT > 26 GeV, |η|< 2.4 	
-  Irel < 0.15 within a cone of ΔR=0.4	

Loose Muon Veto:	
#  To suppress DY, dibosons and Z + γ, ..	
-  Events are vetoed  if there is an additional loose 

muon	
-  pT > 15 GeV, |η|< 2.4 	
-  loose ID	
-   Irel < 0.25 within a cone of ΔR=0.4	

Electron Veto:	
#  To suppress backgrounds which contain 	
electrons. 	
-  veto events containing electron 	
-  pT > 20 GeV, |η|< 2.5	
-   passes veto ID	
-  Electron Veto ID Scale Factor applied.	

 Light Jet Selection:	
-  Require to have at least one AK4PF Jet.  	
-  pT > 40 GeV, |η| < 4.7	
-  Loose ID.	
B-jet Selection:	
-  Exactly 1 b-tagged jet within pT > 40 GeV, |η| < 2.4.	
-  Loose ID applied.	

MET:	
#  To suppress any background with 

no W boson in the final state. 	
-  Missing transverse energy, MET > 

30 GeV.	

Additional Requirements:	
#  Less effects from ISR/FSR ΔR(γ,X) > 0.5   X=jets, b-jet, µ	
#  To clean muon from jets   ΔR(µ,X) > 0.3   X=jets, b-jet	



Top Quark Reconstruction	
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Top quark reconstruction needs the W boson reconstruction in the first step using the muon 
and neutrino.	
Assumptions are:	
"   MET_x and MET_y equal to Px and Py of invisible neutrino. 	
"   Selected muon is considered as W decay product.	
"  W mass used as a constraint to find the pz of neutrino. 	
"  Solving the quadratic equation to find the pz of neutrino:	

The top quark candidate is reconstructed by 
combining the reconstructed W boson and the b-

jet candidate.	



Backgrounds	
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Backgrounds with 
prompt(Genuine) photon: 	
	
#  ttbar+γ: (Estimated from 

data)	

#  Z+γ+jet, W+γ+jet, WW
+γ, WZ+γ,.. : (Estimated 
from MC simulation)	

 Backgrounds with 
(misidentified) photon:	
-   Jets can be mis-

reconstructed as 
photon: 	

#  Ttbar, W+jet , DYJets, 
Single top (t-,s-, tW-
channels), WW, WZ, 
ZZ: (Estimated from 
data)	

f+γ	

W+2j+γ	

f	
fakes γ	

σ= Pb(NLO)	
W+jets(lep decay) 	

DY 	

fbar	
Wγjets(lep decay) 	

Zγjets(lep decay) 	

ST t-ch(lep decay) 	

ST tW-ch 	

WW	

WZ	

ZZ	

ST s-ch(lep decay) 	

6x104	
2x104	
831	
489	
118	
71	
71(LO)	

63	
47	
16.5	
3.3	
2.95	Signal	

fakes γ	



How Jets Fake Photons	
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Fake	

Genuine	

30% of jet containment is photon 
originating from π0,..	

ΣpT(ch Hadron) / pTγ	

Signal Cone	
ΔR=0.06	

Isolation	
Cone	
ΔR=0.3	

γ 

ECAL crystals	

η	
φ	



Estimation of Events with Fake Photon	
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Goal is to obtain shape and normalization of fake events in the SR:	
-  Method quite relies on data.	
-  Method does not use any information from SR.	

A	

B	

D	

C	

Side band 
region	

# Obtain the shape and 
normalization of fake events in 
SR for each distribution by 
weighting each event in the PLJ 
sample with the EF(PTγ) .	

!"#$%& !"#ℎ !"#$ !ℎ!"!# !" !
!"#$% !" ! = !"#$%& !" !

!"#$%& !" !	
NO 
information 
from of SR	



Fake Estimation(Systematics)	
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#  Any correlation between PF charge isolation and σiηiη leads to 
change of FPF and EF when one changes the border of  side-
band regions.	

#  Possible contaminations of prompt photons in the regions A, B, 
and C.	

#  The statistical uncertainty is also considered as another source 
of uncertainty in the fake background estimation.	 A	

B	

D	

C	



fbar+γ Estimation	
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#  fbar+γ is our main background and 
it is subjected to several source of 
systematic uncertainties.	

#  Mγ Control Region:	

-  Exactly 2 b-tagged jet 	
-  Rest criteria are the same	
-  Purity of CR for fγ events is 84%.	
-  Contribution of signal in the CR is 

negligible.	

-  Strategy to estimate the Mγ: 	
-  Normalization of fγ left float in both CR and SR.	
-   Fit into the SR and CR simultaneously in order to constrain the fγ from 

CR and extract the fγ normalization in the SR.	
	



Control Plots(Mtop , ΔRtop, γ)	
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-  Event yields after the full event 
selection in data and each source 
of SM background contribution. 	

-  The expected yields are presented 
with both statistical and systematic 
uncertain- ties.	

TOP-17-016	



Signal and Background Discrimination	
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#  Train signal against the fbar+γ as this is the main background.	
#  Several variables to have maximum possible discrimination.	
#  BDT approach is used.	

•  Pseudorapidity of the light jet	
•  Cosine angle of muon and light-jet in the top rest frame	
•  Pseudorapidity of the Muon candidate	
•  Angular separation of the light-jet and photon ∆R(l − jet, γ)	
•  Reconstructed top quark mass	
•  Jet multiplicity	
•  Reconstructed transverse mass of  W boson 	
•  Charge of muon candidate	



Observed Cross Section	
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" Data is parameterized based on the BDT variable as the following:	

" Only Csignal  and CMbarγ left to float in the final likelihood fit and rest only let to float 
within their assigned errors.	

"  Simultaneous fit into the SR and CR in order to measure the signal cross section.	

TOP-17-016	

#  Expected significance found to be 3.0σ.	

#  Observed significance found to be  4.4σ with 
corresponding p-value= 4.27x10-6 .	

	
#  The measured cross section in the region 	
#  ET,γ > 25 GeV, |η| < 1.4442 and ∆R(X, γ) > 0.5, 

where X = µ, b jet, light jet, is found to be 	

   σ(tqγ) ×B  =   115   ±  17 (stat.)  +/-    33/27 (syst.) f	
#  SM cross section is calculated with the 

amc@NLO and it is found to be  σ(tqγ) ×B ×Acγ = 
81±4 f. 	

#  The normalization of fγ found to be 1221 ± 121 	



Summary 	
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-  First time measurement is performed for the SM single top+γ using 35.9 �-1  of 
2016 data.	

	
-  Expected significance found to be 3.0σ including all sources of  systematic 

uncertainties.	

	
-  Observed significance is 4.4σ which shows a strong evidence of this process.	

-  The measured cross section in the region ET,γ > 25 GeV, |η| < 1.4442 and 	
     ∆R(X, γ) > 0.5, where X = µ, b jet, light jet, is found to be: 	
	
                                115   ±  17 (stat.)  +/-  33/27 (syst.) f	
	
     which is in agreement with the SM prediction of 81 ±  4 �.	



Backup	
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